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The effect of the interband matrix elements of the electrons' Coulomb interaction on the exciton spec
trum and the nature of the phase transition into the "excitonic insulator" state are investigated in a 
model of a semiconductor with the following features: the maximum of the valence band is located at 
the center of the Brillouin zone, and the conduction band minima occur at the edges of the Brillouin 
zone' the model is also characterized by a narrow energy gap. It is shown that if the exciton binding , . 
energy is close enough to the width of the energy gap, the system becomes thermodynamlCally un-
stable and undergoes a first-order phase transition. The two-particle excitation (exciton) spectrum 
in the new phase is also separated from the ground state by an energy gap. 

As has been shown by a number of authors/H) under 
certain conditions the ground state in a crystal may 
become unstable with respect to the formation of bound 
electron-hole pairs of the Mott exciton type. 

Such an instability arises when the exciton binding 
energy becomes greater than the width of the forbidden 
gap. In this connection the single-particle excitation 
spectrum becomes restructured, a new branch of 
elementary excitations appears-the two-particle exci
tations-and, in fact, a new phase appears, which 
has been called an "excitonic insulator." [4J It has 
been shown [3] that the transition into the "excitonic 
insulator" state is a second order phase transition. 

These results are obtained by only taking the 
Coulomb interaction of the electrons and holes into 
consideration. In terms of diagrams the Coulomb in
teraction of the particles simply corresponds to their 
scattering on each other. However, there are also 
other matrix elements in the total Hamiltonian describ
ing the Coulomb interaction of the electrons; these cor
respond to diagrams such as those describing the scat
tering of a particle with the creation of an electron
hole pair, the creation from the vacuum of two elec
tron-hole pairs with total quasi momentum equal to 
zero, etc. 

The object of the present work is to show that the 
inclusion of these additional terms, which are inevitably 
present in the interaction HamiltOnian, leads to sub
stantial changes in the spectrum of the elementary ex
citations and modifies the nature of the phase transi
tion into the "excitonic insulator" state, namely: a 
region of absolute thermodynamic instability appears 
and the phase transition becomes a first-order transi
tion. 

Earlier we investigated[8] the simplest model having 
two identical parabOlic bands with extrema at the point 
k = O. It was demonstrated for this model that, when 
the exciton binding energy becomes larger than the 
width of the forbidden gap, the two-particle excitation 
spectrum which appears has, in general, a non
acoustic nature for small momenta, and the phase 
transition is of first order. 

FIG. 1 

In the present article we consider a more realistic 
model with two symmetric minima in the conduction 
band and a single maximum in the valence band (see 
Fig. 1). The minima are assumed to be located at op
posite boundaries of the Brillouin zone, so that 2q is 
a reciprocal lattice vector. Since these two minima 
are physically equivalent, it is sufficient to investigate 
only one of them. For simplicity the spins of the parti
cles are not taken into consideration, and the whole 
investigation is carried out for the case of zero tem
perature. 

In the representation of second quantization the 
Hamiltonian of the system of electrons and holes has 
the form 

\"1 + +] 1 \"11 + + H = "-.J [B.(p)a. a. + e.(p) b. b. + 2V "-.J V.(a. a.' a"+k a._. 
p,p',1t 

+ b.+ b; bp'+kb.-k - 2a: bp; b.'+ka._k) + (fI'.a.a.,b._.,b_._. + h.c.) ]. 

where ap and bp are fermion operators for the annihi
lation of electrons and holes; Vk = 471e2;'ck2, K is the 
dielectric constant; the dispersion law for the electrons 
is given by E::e(P) = (Y2)~ + 1i2(p + q)2/2me and the 
dispersion law for the holes is given by £h( p) = ( Y.)~ 
+ n2p2/2mh, where ~ denotes the energy gap in the 
one-particle excitation spectrum. The form of Vk is 
not specified. It is only assumed that Vk is small and 
plays the role of a perturbation. In actual fact, we 
consider the case of a narrow forbidden band, and the 
excitons which appear are excitons of large radius. 
Since here all of the characteristic momenta are small 
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FIG. 2 

(in comparison with a reciprocal lattice vector), the 
quantity Vk turns out to be small due to the orthogonal
ity of the wave functions belonging to different bands. 

Not all of the interband matrix elements have been 
kept in the Hamiltonian (1). However, the inclusion of 
the remaining terms does not lead to a qualitative 
change in the results. 

The spectrum of the excitons is determined by the 
poles of the two-particle Green's function Geh( P, p, 
p') with respect to the variable E, where P = {p, E} 
denotes the total quasimomentum and energy of the 
electron-hole pair, and p = {p, €} and p' = {p', €'} are 
the relative quasimomenta and energy of such a pair. 
The presence in the interaction Hamiltonian of matrix 
elements describing the simultaneous creation of two 
electron-hole pairs from the vacuum forces us to also 
consider the function Geh ( P, p, p') in addition to the 
function Geh(P, p, p'); the function Geh(P, p, p') is 
given by the sum of all connected diagrams describing 
the creation from the vacuum of two electron-hole 
pairs with total momentum equal to zero. 

The functions Geh(P, p, p') and Geh(P, p, p') are 
determined by a system of equations[7] similar to the 
system of Belyaev equations ,1) which is well-known in 
the theory of a Bose gas (see Fig. 2). In the present 
case the vortex r is simply the Coulomb interaction 
iVk between an electron and a hole, and r iSJhe sum 
of all irreducible diagrams of first order in Vk, that 
is, those diagrams which cannot be divided by a verti
cal cut into two parts, which are joined by single elec
tron and single hole lines running laterally. Thus, the 
vertex r, being of first order in Vk, contains also all 
possible Coulomb interactions between four particles 
(two electrons and two holes) to all orders; these in
teractions are described by diagrams that are irreduci
ble in the sense indicated above. Since the diagrams of 
first order in Vk are taken into consideration in r, it 
is clear that the system of equations shown in Fig. 2 
is approximate. 

The system is solved by using the Green's function 
for the Coulomb problem :[7] 

G(E l' ') = _1_ ~ <1>: (p')<1>. (p) 
"p (2n)3 ~ E-~. ' (2) ._1 

where CPn(P) and ~n are the eigenfunctions and eigen
values of the Coulomb equation: 

( Ii'p' ) 1 
E - 2m <p(p)+ (2n)' J Vp_ k <p(k)d'k = O. 

l)Tl~ analogy is purely formal. Both of the functions-Geh(P, p, 
p') and Geh(P, p, p')-are the usual two-particle Green's functions of 
the electrons, but the first is diagonal and the second is nondiagonal 
with respect to the band indices. 

(3) 

FIG. 3 

The solution of the inhomogeneous equation 
Ii'p' 1 (E- 2m )cp(p)+ (2n) , JV.-.<p(k)d'k=f(p) 

is given by 

<p (p) = J G (E, p, k) f(k) d'k. (4) 

Using (4), from the second equation of the system 
shown in Fig. 2 one can formally express Geh(P, p, p') 
linearly in terms of Geh(P, p, p') and substitute this 
result into the first equation; solving the latter near the 
lowest pole of Geh(P, p, p') in E, we obtain the follow
ing expression for the pole part of the function 
Geh(P, p, p'): 

G (P ') A E+.1+~,+Ii'(P+q)'I2M 
.h ,p,p "" .h E'-[.1+~1 +Ii'(P+q)'/2M]'+lvl" (5) 

( Ii'p' ) ( Ii'p" ) A •• =i(2n)' ~'-2m ~,--z;;;- <p,(p)q>,(p') 

xG.(p - q)G. (-p)G.(p' - q) G.( -p') , 

where m = memh/(me + mh), M = me + mh, Ge(p) 
and Gh(P) denote the free Green's functions of the 
electrons and holes, q = {q, O}, 

- 1 J () .(fl" ri' • ) (') d' d" i - (6) 
V= (2n)' <p, p Y.-Yp-P'-. <p, P P P -TA, 

and A is described graphically by the block diagram 
shown in Fig. 3. In this figure yp p' = cP 1( p) - cP 1( p'), 
and ~ is the four-particle propagator which contains 
all possible Coulomb interactions of the two electron
hole pairs and does not contain V. 

By using Eq. (5) we obtain the following result for 
the pole part of Geh(P, p, p'): 

1i'(P+ )' , -, 
G.'(P'P'P')""A'hV·[E'-(.1+~'+ 2M q )+11:11'] 

The positive pole of the function Geh ( P, p, p') in 
E determines the exciton spectrum for values of p 
close to -q and for Il + 8 1 2: I V I: 

E(P) =[(.!l + ~,+ 1i'(P + q)' 12M)' - I vi'],". 
It is clear that the radicand becomes negative for 

(7 ) 

(8) 

Il + ~ 1 < I v I and I p + q I - 0, and the energy of the 
excitations becomes imaginary. This indicates that the 
ground state of the system is unstable with respect to 
the formation of excitons with quasimomentum -q for 
Il + 01 < I v I. The realignment of the electron and hole 
wave functions which appears in this connection can be 
described by a canonical transformation of the basis 
system of the single-particle states, [7] this transfor
mation being formally analogous to the Bogolyubov 
transformation, which is well-known in the theory of 
superconductivity. The transformation in question is 
generated by the unitary operator 

S=exP{iE [<p(p)a:_.b.:'".-<p·(p)a._.b_.]}. (9) 
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Here cp( p) is an arbitrary function which must be 
chosen from the conditions for stability of the restruc
tured ground state. 

It is natural to assume that the realignment is small 
(that is, the function cp (p) is small) when 1 A + 8 1 1 

- 1 V I. Therefore, one can find approximate expres
sions for the coefficients of the Bogolyubov transfor
mation: 

S+apS = u(p + q)ap + v(p + q) b_~_q, 

S+bpS = u(p) bp - v(p)a~._q, 

in terms of the function cp (p): 

(10) 

u(p) :::::1 - 1/2Icp(p) I', v(p) "" i(i - '/,1 cp(p) 1 ')cp(p). (11) 

As a result of the transformation the Hamiltonian 
(1) acquires the following structure: 

S+HS= U {cp(p)} + 1: [8.(p)a:a.+8.(p)b/b,]+H" (12) 

where U {cp (p)} is a numerical functional of cp (p), 

S'.(p) = e.(p) - Icp(p + q) I'[e.(-p - q) + e.(p) 1 

- ~ 1: v._.' [ 1 cp (p' + q) I' -2cp (p + q) cpO (p' + q)], (13) 

.' h'p' i 
8.(p) = e.(p) -I cp(p) I' (-+ ~) - - '\1 V._.' [I cp(p') I' - 2(p(p)cp'(p'} 1. 

'!.m V l...J .' (14) 

+ [2iV k (v;',k-.,b.:'".a., _.b_., +kb-.-t + v~., -t,.' a~.b.'a_.' -q-ta-.+k) 

+ (V k+q - VtV;',k-,"V;,-.-k) a._.a.'Hbk_.,b_k_. + h.c .J}, (15) 
h'p' 2 

Mp=i( 2m +~)(i-31(p(p)I')cp(p) 
. 2 --;, 1: Vp _.' {[ i - 21 cp(p) I' - 31cp (p') I' J (p(p')+ 2'p(p) I'p(p') I'} 

p' 

i '\1' . +v.L..J (V.-P'-q-V .. )cp·(p'), (16) 
p' 

Vp, p' = cp(p) - cp (p'). 

The transformation of the Hamiltonian has been 
carried out approximately. Terms giving corrections 
~cp2 to the single-particle spectrum, and to r and r, 
have been kept, and also the terms enabling us to ob
tain the equation of "compensation" (see below) cor
rect to terms of order cps inclusively. 

In order to obtain the equation which determines the 
function cp (p), it is necessary to take the following fact 
into consideration. The Hamiltonian (12) allows the 
creation from vacuum of electron-hole pairs with total 
quasi momentum equal to -q. The corresponding 
matrix elements are contained in the bilinear part of 
Hi> and can also be obtained in higher orders of per
turbation theory from the parts of Hi which are quartic 
in the operators. For example, in second-order per
turbation theory one can construct the matrix element 
corresponding to the creation (from the vacuum) of an 
electron-hole pair with total quasimomentum -q from 
the terms of Hi which describe the creation (from the 
vacuum) of two electron-hole pairs and a scattering of 

a b 

__ ---~--/l-, __ ---~r--/l-, 
-----------/1 --------+---p 

FIG. 4 

the particles involving the annihilation of one electron
hole pair (see Fig. 4). 

The appearance in the diagrams of the perturbation
theoretic series of parts, which are connected to the 
remaining part by single electron and single hole lines 
moving laterally, with total quasimomentum -q, is an 
indication that the ground state is unstable with respect 
to the formation of such pairs in the vicinity of the 
point A + 8 1 = 1 vi; this has already been mentioned 
above in connection with the investigation of the exciton 
spectrum in the restructured state. 

However, we may express the arbitrary function 
cp(p) in such a way as to compensate for such "danger
ous" diagrams and thereby make the ground state 
stable,Pl In order to do this we introduce the function 

F(p, t, - t,) = -i(Tiip_.(t,)"L.(t,». (17) 

Here ap(t) and bp(t) denote the operators in the 
Heisenberg representation, and the average is taken 
with respect to the ground state of the Hamiltonian (12). 

The compensation of the "dangerous" diagrams lies 
in the fact that the function cp(p) is determined from 
the condition[7j 

F(p, 0) =0. (18) 

This condition is simultaneously the condition that the 
ground state energy be a minimum, and from this point 
of view it ensures the best choice for the basis of 
Single-particle states. 

Taking the smallness of the function cp(p) into con
sideration, let us carry out the compensation to terms 
of order cpS(p) inclusively, and in this approximation 
Eq. (18) takes the form 

( h'p' ) S~ - d8 M.- -+~ [A(p,e)-A(p,e)l-=O. 
2m 2n 

(19) 

A (p, €) denotes the sum of the diagrams shown in Figs. 
5a and 5b, and A (p, €) denotes the sum of the diagrams 
shown in Figs. 5c and 5d. 

a b 

v 

d 

,* 
y y 

FIG. 5 
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To theJirst approximation in <p(p) and to zero
order in V, Eq. (19) reduces to the Coulomb equation 
(3) in which Do plays the role of the energy. Its solution 
is given by <p(p) = cela<Pl(P) for Do = -fC1• Here c is a 
real positi ve coefficient, a = arg ~(p), and !Pl( p) and 
fC 1 denote the eigenfunction and the eigenvalue of the 
hydrogen-like ground state. 

Now substituting the value of <p (p) into Eq. (19), we 
obtain an equation for the determination of the coeffic
ient c, and by solving this we find 

c={ fl'-Ll-8, +Ivl for Ll +fC, <Ivl. 
o for Ll +fC, >1ii,1, 

a='/,argv. 

The quantity v was defined earlier by Eq. (6), and f 
is a real, positive constant: 

2 h'p' ) 
f = [ (2n),J ( 2m - fC, (Pt' (p)d'p-

2 J i ] -'f, 
- (2n)' <p,'(p)v.-•. <p,'(p/)d'pd'P'-TA 

= [2_13_n a"lfC,I-~A]-'" 
3 2" 

where a1 = Kn 2/me2, and A is described graphically by 
a block diagram similar to the one shown in Fig. 3 with, 
however, the difference that in the present case Vk 
appears instead of Vk and the vertices on the left part 
also contain yo. 

In order to clarify the nature of the phase transition 
it is necessary to investigate the behavior of the 
ground state energy in the neighborhood of the realign
ment point. Let us calculate the contribution to the 
energy coming from the interaction V, since the re
maining part of the energy does not contain any singu
larities. 

As is well known,rsl the change in the ener~ of the 
ground state originating from the interaction H is 
gi ven by the formula 

, d 
68= J <R(g»~, 

, g 
(23) 

where g denotes the coupling constant of the interac
tion contained in H. Let us calculate this change of the 
energy as a function of the volume, first in the absence 
of the realignment (Do + fc 1 > I v I ), and then with the 
realignment (Do + 8 1 < I v I) taken into consideration. 

1) Do +81 > IVI. 
In this case the average < H ) is expressed in terms 

of Geh(P, p, p') in the following manner: 

<H> =~ (2:) 16 Re {J W; - V.:_._.)G,h(P,p,p')d'pd'p' d'P}. (24) 

This equation is approximate in the same sense that 
the system of equations shown in Fi~ 2 is approximate 
for the functions Geh(P, p, p') and Geh(P, p, p'). 
Substituting expression (7) for Geh(P, p, p') into (24) 
and integrating over the four-dimensional momenta p 
and p', and also integrating over E, we obtain 

_ 1 V R {-'J V'(P+q) , } 
<H>--4(2n)' e v [(Ll+8,+h'P'/2M)'-IVI'),f,dP ,(25) 

where 

The equations for Geh(P, p, p') and Geh(P, p, p'), 
defined in terms of the new operators, have the same 
structure as the equations shown in Fig. 2; however, 
rand r now contain corrections of order <p2, and 
Ge(p) and Gh(P) are the free Green's functions of 
particles whose dispersion laws are given by fce(p) 
and fCh(P), respectively. 

The system of equations is solved in exactly the V(P)"" (2~)' J <P, (p)[Vp - VP·_P_.]<p,(p')d'p d'p'. 
same way as before the realignment, and as a result 
we obtain the following expressions for the pole parts In order to find 15 fc, it is necessary to explicitly in-
of the Green's functions: troduce the coupling constant g into Eq. (25), substitute 
G P I -A E-Ll-8.+2Ivl+h'(P+q)'/2M <lI(g» into Eq. (23) and integrate with respect to g. 

,h( ,p,p)- •• E'-[-Ll-8,+2I v l+ h,I(P+q)'/2M]i+(Ll+fC,)' ; Thus, we find 
(20) 1 V 1 V h'P' , (Ll + 8,)e-;'a { J [ ( ) G,.(P,p,p') "" A.. ' 6fC=-4 (':7')"Re -v Ll+8,+ 2M -Ivl'- (26) 

E'-[-Ll-fC, +2Ivl+h'(p+'q)'/2M]'+(Ll +8,)' L" 

(21) _ (Ll +8: + h;;') ]V·(P+q)d'P}. 
After the realignment (Do + fc 1 < I '; I) the spectrum of 
the "excitons" has the following form:. (22) It is clear from Eq. (26) that the second derivative 

of I5fC with respect to the volume (Do is assumed to be 
E(P) = [(21vl - 11- 8, + h'(P + q)' 12M)' - (Ll +8,)'],,'. a monotonic function of the volume), evaluated at the 

For P close to -q the spectrum has a slotted charac- point Do +0'1 = I V I, contains an integral which diverges 
ter with a gap 15 = 2 [ I '; I (I v I - Do - fc 1)]1/2 which at zero. Isolating the part of 68 which gives this 
vanis hes simultaneously with the realignment at the singularity, we have 
point Do + {$ 1 = I v I. It is only in this case that the 
spectrum is acoustic, with the velocity.of sound <riven 6fC· = V,lvl'/'M'" Re{V'(q)} (11+8 -Ivl)'ln Ll +8, -lvl , (27) 

o· smg 8(2n)'h' v I Ivl 
by s = (I vl/M)1/2. 

Thus, taking account of the terms proportional to V where Vo denotes the volume at which Do + [ff 1 = I v I. 
in the Hamiltonian (1) eliminates the analogy, which 2) Do + fc 1 = I V I. 
has been repeatedly discussed earlier, of an "excitonic With the realignment taken into consideration, the 
insulator" with a superfluid condensate of Bose parti- average LH) is expressed in terms of the Green's 
cles or Cooper pairs. These terms play the role of a function Geh(P, p, p') by a formula analogous to Eq. 
"source of excitons" and they remove the degeneracy (24); now the Green's function is already defined in 
of the ground state of the system with respect to the terms of the transformed operators. Using expression 
phase of the function !pep). The conditions for the (21) for Geh(P, p, p') and isolating the part of 6fC 
validity of the Goldstone theorem are thereby Violated, which gives the singularity in the second derivative 
and there is no reason to expect the spectrum of the with respect to the volume (in the same way as before 
collective excitations to be acoustic. the realignment), we obtain 
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fJi1l = _ Vol ii!'" M'1'Re { V'(q) }<Iv l- ~ _8 )'l Ivl- ~ -8", 
sing 4(2n)'/i' V • n Ivl (28) 

From Eqs. (27) and (28) it is seen that near the re
alignment point a region exists in which the pressure 
of the system, P = -a.E/aV, is an increasing function 
of the volume, and furthermore, depending on the sign 
of the quantity Re { V'" (q)/v} , this region will be to 
the left or to the right of the point ~ + 8 1 = I V I cor
responding to realignment of the spectrum. 

The presence of a region of absolute thermody
namic instability leads to the result that, associated 
with chaEges of the volume including the point ~ 
+ 8 1 = I v I, the system undergoes a phase transition of 
the first kind, and moreover this point itself always 
falls in the region of the thermodynamically unstable 
states and therefore cannot be reached. The transition 
under consideration may correspond to a discontinuous 
change of not only the volume but also of any other 
parameter which the energy gap Significantly depends 
on (uniaxial deformation, restructuring of the elemen
tary crystal cell, etc.). In addition, the reason for a 
transition of the first kind may be the interelectron 
interaction itself,rsJ if it leads to the result that at
tractive forces act between the excitons which are 
large enough so that the exciton system has a tendency 
to "liquefy," that is, if its energy for a given total 
number of excitons were to have a minimum at a cer
tain nonzero value of the exciton density. 

Thus, the transition into the "excitonic insulator" 
state is always a transition of the first kind, and this 
state itself does not possess any properties which 
might distinguish it from ordinary dielectrics. 
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